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Dear Enquiry and Advisory Committee,
Our names are Paul and Vanessa Parrella, and we are the owners of The A
Team Café situated at 87 Watsonia Rd Watsonia. We are a small family
business and we are vehemently hoping to preserve in the wake of the NEL
project.
Previously, we also owned a café in Rosanna where we experienced a severe
downturn in trade and customer accessibility due to the train station crossing
removal. Because of this firsthand experience, we are extremely weary of the
impacts that the long term NEL project will/can have upon our business and
livelihoods, as well as the local shopping strip.
We would like to raise the following concerns to ensure that our local shopping
village can continue to thrive throughout this intensive construction phase:
1. Of paramount importance is the maintenance and preservation of
traffic flow within the precinct. Of particular concern is whether the
current footprint of traffic will be changed, such as, but not limited to;
forcing the road to become one way; deletion of parking bays to make
room to redirect traffic; funnelling a large volume of traffic down
Watsonia Rd consequently crippling the ability for customers to
stop/find parking, etc. We note that Grimshaw St will be shut down for
26 weeks – the impacts of this closure will result in 1,000 more cars
pushed down Watsonia Rd as per the transport impact predictions of the
SMED assessment. Such inundation during peak times of trade cannot
be positive for customer activity/patience/shopping behaviours.
We understand that there are obligations to circulate notices of any
changes to surrounding residents and traders. We ask that these notices
be worded appropriately and in a fashion that is NOT generic – they
must be specific to the actual impending event, and provide information
to enable customers/traders to counteract the change. These notices
must provide solutions for the impeding change/detour in language that
is easy to understand for all affected parties.
We also implore the use of diagrams/maps in these letters that clearly
show alternative routes for traffic and accessibility to our shopping strip.

These informative and customised notices should also be circulated
within a radius deemed to be adequate by the traders (we have
customers within a 7km radius at a minimum); and must also be
distributed within an adequate time frame of at least 3 weeks prior. We
also emphasize that a draft of such letters be approved by the Watsonia
Traders Association prior to printing to enable design input.
Large scale versions of these notices/informative maps should also be
provided to traders (as well as any other public forums, such as the train
station, library, council offices) in order to display at their premises to
ensure complete transparency/education of pending changes.
2. Adequate notice of any utility shutdowns or business interruptions; as
well as support/options for traders to bear such interruptions. We have
already suffered by this factor firsthand, when the power to the strip
was shutdown on a Saturday morning by Ausnet Services not long ago.
This warning was sent as an SMS the night before – far too late to alter
staffing expenses or try to obtain an alternative power source such as a
generator. As a result, we lost 25% of our weekend sales, whilst also
paying high penalty rate wages to 12 staff members. A small business
simply cannot absorb such downturns in trade alongside unnecessary
expenses – notice of at least 4 weeks is required for any such
interruptions to trade; whether they be street blockages, utility
shutdowns or any other events that can constitute business
interruption.
We suspect that construction will likely cause long term detrimental
impacts upon the shopping strip, and that damage caused by the NEL
project interfering with typical business activity and income may not
rectify once the project is completed. Namely, the loss of profits, the loss
of business capital value and rental liability, and wider impact costs such
as redundancy of employees. We therefore need to minimise these
impacts from the onset to the best of our abilities; and can attempt to
do so with your responsible partnership and compliance. Such measures
include assistance with alternative sources of energy during shutdowns;
intelligent timing of shutdowns that avoid major times of trade such as

Mother’s Day etc; marketing about the strip pre/during/post
construction.
3. Responsible control of NEL tradesmen parking/behaviours. We expect
that staff of the NEL project will be provided with adequate parking
alternatives that do not cripple/reduce the parking opportunities of our
customers and staff. Previously, this impacted on our business during
the level crossing removal project at Rosanna, when construction staff
used our local parking for their own use and would then swap parking
spots with one another throughout the day to prevent parking
infringements. As a result, our customers never stood a chance in
obtaining parking to access our businesses. We expect an influx of
construction staff to the area that may be travelling from the same
directions – can NEL staff reduce their traffic congestion footprint by car
pooling from head office?
We also trust that NEL stakeholders will provide adequate restroom and
facilities for their staff. Previously, we experienced a high volume of
construction staff utilising our toilets during trade at the expense of
paying customers.
4. Immediate communication lines put in place as soon as NEL contractors
are appointed; and a high level of information transparency and
honesty with relevant communication officers.
5. That the impending carpark facility being built at Watsonia Station is
purely for parking; without inclusion of sublet spaces for new
tenants/businesses regardless of their nature.
6. The use of the word ‘minimise’ within consideration parameters of the
NEL guidelines. This term is simply too vague. We need quantifiable
measures and parameters that must be upheld by stakeholders of the
NEL project when referring to their intentions/performance during
construction. We require more accountability for the effects of this
construction upon our businesses.
7. Noise pollution effects on trade. We understand that construction noise
and activity must take place during specific timeframes; however these

timeframes are normally sympathetic to residents and not businesses.
Excessive noise will negatively affect our customers and the ambience of
our café, in turn resulting in a loss of trade and income. We must use
barriers to mitigate noise and dust pollution. How will NEL stakeholders
ensure that excessive dust will not affect our store shopfronts and
customer enjoyment of our outdoor areas?
8. Complete access of our existing laneway at the rear of Watsonia Rd –
this lane is vital for all deliveries etc.
9. Adequate visibility of our shopfronts; and adequate awareness that
our shopping strip is open for trade
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